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EDUCATION MANUAL
Introduction
Learning is an ongoing process. Please add or delete to this manual as your
educational needs arise.
This manual will provide for you the education you require to meet the needs
of the medical community you are serving. As a Healthcare Consultant, you
will have the opportunity to advise and provide the medical professionals with
the latest treatment for their patients. You will be providing information on
orthotic devices available for patients who have contracted limbs and possible
tissue breakdown.
An orthosis is defined as an externally applied device used to modify
structural and functional characteristics of the neuro-musculo-skeletal system.
It is any external appliance that assists, allows or restricts motion of body
parts for a therapeutic purpose.
This educational manual provides the Healthcare Consultant with
the resources to accomplish the following:
• Advise and provide information concerning the treatment necessary to
increase or maintain the patient's present level of function.
• Demonstrate to the professional medical facility that patients can be free of
crippling deformity and pressure ulcers.

Please feel free to share the information in this manual in any way you
consider necessary or helpful with others. We learn from each other, so share
your ideas with all of us and we will all grow as Healthcare Consultants.
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LEEDer Group manufactures and/or markets orthotic devices.
All of these devices have been designed in conjunction with orthotists,
occupational therapists and physical therapists to provide maximum
effectiveness in the treatment of contractures of the upper and lower
extremities. The LEEDer Group line of orthotic devices is particularly
geared to geriatric patients and the design criteria of all these products
relates to satisfying the needs of these patients and allowing their
caregivers-therapeutic excellence, providing comfort, ease of
application and a pleasing appearance. Since the beginning, LEEDer
Group has been an innovator not only in its products but also in the
development of care plans; policies, procedures, in-service programs and
restorative regimens to assist its customers in the effective use of these
products.
Any contribution, critique or suggestion you would be so good as to
make, we would greatly appreciate.

Please contact us: LEEDerGroup@LEEDerGroup.com

305-436-5030 or 866-814-0192
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ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY AND THE AGING
PROCESS

CRITERIA: To better understand geriatric
residents.

PURPOSE:

To understand each system of the body and the changes that takes
place in the aging process.

OBJECTIVE: Upon completion of this module, you will be able to:
1. Name the major systems of the body.
2. Identify the principal parts of each system and their
function.
3. Describe the aging process of each system.
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BODY PLANES

MEDIAN

The midline plane dividing the body into left/right
halves.

SAGITAL

The plane dividing the body into unequal left and
right parts and parallel to the median plane. The
terms medial and lateral relate to this plane.

CORONAL,
FRONTAL

The plane dividing the body into equal/unequal
front and back parts. The terms anterior/posterior
relate to this plane.

TRANSVERSE,
CROSS
HORIZONTAL

The horizontal plane divides the body into upper
(cranial) and lower (caudal) parts.
Cross/transverse section are perpendicular to the
long axis of the body or other structure and may
not be horizontal.

TERMS OF POSITION AND DIRECTION

SUPERIOR

These terms refer to a structure being closer to the
head or higher (cranial) than another structure in
the body.

INFERIOR

These terms refer to a structure being closer to the
feet or lower (caudal) than another structure in the
body.

ANTERIOR

This term refers to a structure being more in front
than another structure in the body.

POSTERIOR

This term refers to a structure being more in back
than another structure in the body.
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This term refers to a structure being
closer to the median plane than
another structure.

LATERAL
This term refers to a structure being further away
from the median plane than another structure in the
body.
PROXIMAL
Employed with reference to the limbs only, this
term refers to a structure being closer to the median
plane or root of the limb than another structure in
the limb. Such a structure would ordinarily be
superior to the other.
DISTAL
Employed with reference to
the limbs only, this term
refers to a structure being
further away from the
median plane or root of the
limb than another structure in
that limb. Such a structure
would ordinarily be inferior
to the other.

Shown: Directions and planes
of the body in anatomic
position.
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Plate 13 Skeletal System
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SKELETAL SYSTEM

ANATOMY
• Bones are made up of living cells
• Bone tissue is hardened by deposits of calcium and phosphorus
• Contain blood vessels that supply oxygen and nutrients to cells and carry
bone building minerals that harden the bones

PHYSIOLOGY
• Support and give shape to the body
• Protect internal organs
• Aid in movement - provides leverage
• Store vital minerals like calcium and phosphorus
• Produce red blood cells

SKELETAL SYSTEM
AXIAL/APPENDICULAR

AXIAL

The axial skeleton is the principal supportive
structure of the body and is oriented along its
median longitudinal axis. It includes the skull,
vertebrae, sternum, ribs, hyoid bone. Much of the
mobility of the torso is due to the multiple
articulations throughout the vertebral column.

APPENDICULAR

The joints of the appendicular skeleton make
possible a considerable degree of freedom for the
upper and lower limbs. The appendicular skeleton
includes the pectoral and pelvic girdles and the
bones of the arms, forearms, wrists, hands, thighs,
legs, and feet. Fractures and dislocations are more
common in this part of the skeleton, but more
serious in the axial skeleton.
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TYPES OF BONES

Long Bones - bear the weight of the body, i.e.: legs
Short Bones - allow skill and ease in movement, i.e.: wrist, fingers, ankles,
toes
Flat Bones - protect the organs of the body, i.e.: ribs, skull, pelvic bones,
shoulder blades
Irregular Bones - allow various degrees of movement and flexibility, i.e.:
vertebrae
UPPER LIMB BONES
A.Clavicle
B.Scapula
C.Humenis
D.Ulna E.
Radius
Carpals (8)
G.Metacarpals(
5)
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JOINTS
CLASSIFICATION OF JOINTS
A. Fibrous Joint (immovable/partly movable) - Where bone is connected to
bone by fibrous tissue, are immovable or partly movable.
B. Cartilaginous Joints (immovable/partly movable) - Where bone is
connected to bone by cartilaginous or fibrocartilaginous tissues, are
immovable or partly movable.
C. Synovial (freely movable) - Synovial joints are all freely movable within
the limitations of the bony architecture. Articular bones are capped with
articular cartilage at the joint interface. The joint cavity is lined internally with
vascular synovial membrane (except over the articular cartilage) and secrets a
nutrient, lubricating synovial fluid. The fibrous, sensitive joint capsule is
reinforced by ligaments. A cushion of synovial membrane reinforced by dense
irregular connective tissue can be found interposed between bone and a moving
structure (tendon, muscle). Such a device (bursa) facilitates friction-free movement.
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The saddle joint has two concave
surfaces articulating with one another,
The thumb joint is the best example of
a joint which permits all movement but
rotation.

TYPES OF SYNOVIALJOINTS

A hinge joint permits movement
in only one plane:
flexion/extension. It can be
seen in the ankle,

The Ball & socket joint is best seen in
the hip and shoulder joints.
Movements In all directions are
permitted

A gliding joint consists of generally flat
surfaces riding across one another during
movement, such as the facet joints 01 the
vertebrae, acromion-clavicular, and
intercarpal-intertarsal sims

ELLIPSOID

The ellipsoid (condylar) joint is a reduced ball
and nickel configuration in which significant
rotation is largely excluded, e.g., the bicondylar
knee and tenporomandibular joints, and
radiocarpal (wrist) joints.
A ring of bone (C1 vertebra) rotating
about an axle or bone (odontoid process of
C2 vertebra) is a pivot joint (atlantoaxiel
joint). Also the rounded humeral capulum
and the radial head (radiohumeral joint)
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ARTICULAR SYSTEM
TERMS OF MOVEMENTS
EXTENIONSA
DORSIFLEXIONBFLEXIONC
PLAMTARFLEXION£ADDUCTIONEABDUCTIONF
CIRCUMDUCTIONG ROTATIONHSUP1NATION, PRONATION,
INVERSION-EVERSIONL
Movements of bones occur at joints. Terms of movement are therefore applicable to joints, not
bones (flexion of the humerus is to break ). Ranges of motion are limited by the bony architecture of a joint), related ligaments, and the muscles crossing that joint. It is from the
anatomical position that specific directions of movement can be clearly delineated and ranges
of motion measured.
Extension of a joint is to generally straighten it. In the anatomical position, most joints are in
relaxed extension (neutral), in relation to the anatomical position, movements of extension are
directed in the sagittal plane. Extreme, even abnormal extension is called hyperextension. At
the ankle and wrist joints, extension is termed dorsiflexion.
Flexion of a joint is to bend it or decrease the angle between the bones of the joint.
Movements of flexion are directed in the sagittal plane. At the ankle joint, flexion is also called
plantar flexion.
Adduction of a joint moves a bone toward the midline of the body (or in the case of the fingers
or toes, toward the midline of the hand or fool). In relation to the anatomical position, movements of adduction are directed medially in the coronal plane.
Abduction of a joint moves a bone away from the midline of the body (or hand or foot).
Movements of abduction are directed laterally in the coronal plane.
Circumduction is a circular movement permitted at ball and socket, condylar, and saddle
joints, it consists of the movements of flexion, abduction, extension, and adduction performed in
sequence.
Rotation of a joint is to turn the moving bone about its axis. Rotation toward the body is
internal or medial rotation; rotation way from the body is external or lateral rotation.
Supination is en external rotation of the radiohumeral joint. In the foot it is the combined
movements of inversion, adduction •round • vertical axis, and plantar flexion.
Pronation is an internal rotation of the radiohumeral joint. In the fool, it is the combined
movements of aversion, abduction •round a vertical axis, and dorsiflexion. The joints involved in
both supination and pronation are the tarsal and ankle joints.
Inversion turns the sole of the foot inward so that the medial border of the fool is elevated.
Eversion turns the sole of the foot outward so that its lateral border is elevated. Both
inversion and eversion occur at subtalar (talocalcartel) and transverse tarsal joints.

SEE IMAGE BELOW
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AGING PROCESS

CHANGES

RESULTS

Bones become more porous
Bone de-mineralizes
Joint cartilage erodes
Synovial fluid thickens
Bone mass declines
Kyphosis, shortening of the vertebral
column
Postural changes causing center of
gravity to change from hip area to
chest area
Resorption faster than formation of
bone
Synovial fluid thickens and
membranes more fragile

Spontaneous fractures
Structural weakening
Range of motion decreases
Joint fibroses
Bony appearance
postural changes;
reduced height
affects body balance;
potential for falls
Increased potential for spontaneous

fractures
Joint changes
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MUSCLES
ANATOMY
• Composed of muscle fibers (muscle) and connective tissue (tendons and
ligaments).
• Extend form on bone across a moveable joint to another.
• Attached to bones by tendons.
PHYSIOLOGY
• Produce movement
• Produce mobility
• Maintenance of posture
• Produce heat
• Provides protection
TYPES OF MUSCLES
Extensor - found on the anterior portion of the body; raises the limb up, away
from the body.
Flexor - found on the posterior portion of the body; pulls the limb back
toward the body.
Rotator - moves a bone around its central axis. Adductor moves the limb toward the midline of the body.
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Abductor - moves the limb away from the midline
of the body.
Invertor - moves the sole of the foot inward toward the midline of the body.
Evertor - moves the sole of the foot away from the midline of the body.
Supinator - moves the arm so that the palm of the hand faces upward.
Pronator - moves the arm so that the palm of the hand faces downward or
backward.
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AGING PROCESS

CHANGES

RESULTS

Decreased number of muscle fibers
and muscle tissue
Muscle strength decreases

Decreased activity results in loss of
strength
Postural changes result in instability
of gait
Muscle size decreases and muscle
Loss of strength tends to produce
atrophies
falls, lessens grip and reduces ability
to perform ADL's
Increased waste products are retained Muscle cells which are replaced by
in muscle (lactic acid, CO2)
collagen stiffness
Muscle cells accumulate fat and
Accumulated waste products reduce
collagen
muscle activity
Disuse
Atrophy - wasting away
Shortening of a muscle
Contractures
Decreased muscle activity
Altered circulatory and respiratory
function
Decreased storage of muscle
Loss of energy needed for increased
glycogen
activity
Decreased enzyme function
Muscle fatigue
Decreased reaction time
Decreased motor coordination and
manual skills
Pain, sleep, deprivation
Increased muscle cramping and
restless legs
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DISEASES THAT CHALLENGE
THE ELDERLY
CRITERIA:

PURPOSE:
geriatric

To better understand the
challenges of the geriatric residents.

To understand the diseases most often seen in
residents.

OBJECTIVES:

Upon completion of the module, the Consultant
will be able to:
1. Identify the diseases seen most often in geriatric
residents
2. Understand how to provide better nursing care
for
residents with these diseases
3. Better understand geriatric resident's behavior
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CVA
CEREBRAL VASCULAR ACCIDENT
Damage to the brain caused by loss of blood supply resulting in
brain tissue ceasing to function or the brain tissue dying, is called
CVA or cerebral vascular accident. Most often it will be referred
to as a stroke. CVA's occur more frequently as we age.
A TIA or "mini-stroke" or "little stroke" is an interruption of blood
flow to the brain that can produce a brief and temporary
neurological loss that can last a few minutes to a few hours. About
one third of those experiencing a TIA will have a CVA.
Depending on the area of the brain that the occlusion has
occurred, deficits can include:
Neuromuscular
- paralysis
- decreased muscle tone
- decreased reflex activity
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OSTEOPOROSIS
Bone mass loss is common among all elderly.
Usually the first sign is a spontaneous fracture.
The process of bone demineralization occurs
over long periods of time as mineral resorption
increases causing thin, brittle bones while
formation slows down. There is no change in
size or composition of bones, but the density of
bones decreases and brittleness increases. It
primarily affects weight-bearing vertebrae.
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ARTHRITIS
Arthritis
Inflammation of a joint usually accompanied by pain, swelling and
frequently, changes of structure.
Osteoarthritis
Osteoarthritis is a chronic, progressive, degenerative, non-inflammatory
process of the joints. It causes deterioration of the joint cartilage and
formation of reactive new bone.
Joints most commonly affected are the hips, knees, cervical thoracic and
lumbar areas, but it primarily affects the weight bearing vertebrae.
Rheumatoid Arthritis
Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic, systemic, inflammatory disease of the
joints. It attacks peripheral joints and surrounding muscles, tendons,
ligaments and blood vessels.
Joints most commonly affected are the hands, feet, arms and knees. The
fingers get a spindle shape from marked edema and congestion of the joints.
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SENILE
DEMENTIA
Dementia occurring in the aged is characterized by progressive
mental deterioration, with loss of memory, especially for
recent events, with occasional intercurrent attacks of
excitement.

Signs.
1. Confusion
2. Recent memory is decreased
3. Unable to reason accurately.
4. Forgetfulness of recent events, but remembers the past in detail.
5. Self-centered.
6. Repeats the same things over and over.
7. Inability to retain information.

Stage I (Early Dementia)
1. The resident has difficulty recalling their address, or other
information
about their lives.
2. Memory lapses come and go.
3. The resident has an impaired self-functioning level.
4. Driving skills are reduced.
5.

Angry outbursts occur frequently.
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6. Transient crying episodes occur. Stage II (Middle
Dementia)
1. The resident requires assistance to do basic ADL's.
2. The resident is unable to identify family members.
3. The resident develops a fear of bathing.
4. The resident becomes incontinent due to forgetting to use the bathroom.
5. Agitation, violence and paranoia increase.
Stage III (Late Dementia)
1. The resident loses their ability to speak and then to walk.
2. Vocalization is grunts or screams.
3. The resident can "forget" they are walking and fall to the floor.
4. Aspiration becomes increasingly dangerous.
PARKINSON'S DISEASE
Parkinson's Disease is a neurologic disorder caused by degeneration of the
basal ganglia and their connecting pathways. The basal ganglia is the part of
the nervous system found deep within the brain and is responsible for
muscular coordination.
The characteristic symptoms of Parkinson's are progressive muscle rigidity,
involuntary tremors, and akinesia. Tremors may be slow or fine and rapid.
The tremors are usually absent during sleep and increased when the resident
is under emotional stress. It affects more men than women.
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MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
A chronic, slowly progressive disease of the central nervous
system.
Incidence
• Women affected slightly less than men
• Onset of symptoms occurs between the ages of 20-40 years 75% of the
time
• Survival rate is approximately 85% of the general population for 25 years
after the onset
• Cause: unknown
Symptoms
Sensory
• Numbness and tingling of involved extremity or face
• Loss of joint sensation and proprioception
• Loss of sense of position, shape, texture and vibration
Motor
• Weakness in lower extremities (initially)
• Decline in motor function after hot bath or shower (Uhthoff's
phenomenon)
• Incoordination
• Intentional tremors of upper extremities and ataxia of lower extremities
• Staggering gait and spastic weakness of speech muscles
• Facial palsy
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FALLS AND FRACTURES
The incidence of falls and fractures increase with age.
Physical risk factors are loss of muscle tone and muscle weakness, gait,
balance change, neurosensory deficits, neuromuscular deficits,
osteoporosis, cerebral vascular accident and arthritis.
TYPES OF FRACTURES
1. Incomplete - partial breaking of the bone.
2. Complete - bone breaks into 2 or more pieces.
3. Non-displaced - fractured bones remain in alignment.
4. Displaced - fractured bone ends are out of alignment.
5. Comminuted - bone shatters into fragments.
6. Compression or stress - bone collapses under excessive pressure.
7. Avulsion - sprain; soft tissue is pulled away from the bone.
8. Closed or simple - fractured bone with skin intact.
9. Compound or open - fractured bone resulting in skin perforation
10. Greenstick - bending of the bone with incomplete fracture.
11. Impacted - one of the fragments is driven into the other fragment.
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KYPH0SIS

KYPHOSIS. . .

an exaggeration of posterior convexity of
thoracic vertebral column (humpback).
Jt may be due to absence of a vertebral body (A);
malformation by incomplete segmentation of vertebral bodies (B);
absence of a corner or flattening by compression (C).
(D) is an anteroposterior view of (C).

KYPHOSIS - Exaggeration or angulation of normal
posterior curve of spine (humpback).
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LORDOSIS. . .

an exaggeration of the posterior concavity
of the spine characteristic of the lumbar region.
It is also called "swayback", indicating extreme
anterior curvature of the lumbar spine.
LORDOSIS - Abnormal anterior convexity of the spine.
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SCOLIOSIS

SCOLIOSIS. . .

A condition involving lateral
curve or angular deviation of one or more
vertebral segments.

SCOLIOSIS - Lateral curvature of the spine. Usually consists of two curves, the
original abnormal curve and a compensatory curve in the opposite direction.
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DECUBITUS ULCER
Over the years, several terms have been used to describe
pressure ulcers: bedsore, decubitus ulcer, decubiti, and pressure sore.
Pressure ulcer is the accepted term because it is more accurate and
descriptive.
The origin of the term "bedsore" is not known but predates "decubitus".
Decubitus, a Latin word referring to the reclining position, dates from 1747
when the French used it to mean 'bedsore'. This term, however, is
inaccurate because it does not convey the tissue destruction associated with
these lesions and because these lesions result from positions other than the
lying position (such as sitting).
According to the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel pressure ulcers are
defined as "localized areas of tissue necrosis that tend to develop when soft
tissue is compressed between a bony prominence and external surface for a
prolonged period of time."
Pressure ulcers occur most commonly over a bony prominence such as the
sacrum, ischial tuberosity, trochanter, and calcaneus.
Bony locations are the area most prone to pressure ulcer formation because
a person's body weight is concentrated in these areas when resting on an
underlying surface.

ETIOLOGY
Pressure
Pressure is the major causative factor in pressure ulcer formation, However,
several factors play a role in determining whether pressure is sufficient to
create an ulcer. The pathologic effect of excessive pressure on soft tissue
can be attributed to (1) intensity of pressure, (2) duration of pressure, and
(3) tissue tolerance (shear, friction, age, nutrition, etc.).
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PRESSURE NECROSIS
Rationale
Due to the aging population and the effects of pressure on tissue, the
Healthcare Consultant must understand the causes of pressure necrosis. The
Healthcare Consultant must be able to recognize the early stage of pressure
necrosis and the importance of pressure relief.
Behavioral Objectives
The learner will be able to do the following:
• Describe the four stages of pressure necrosis.
• Define the layers of skin and their functions.
• Explain the cause of pressure by size, shape and the location of the ulcer.
Outline
1. Epidermis
a. Composed of basal cells
b. Regenerates every 28 days
c. Container for body
2. Dermis
a. Circulation
b. Sensory nerve endings
c. Sweat and oil glands
d. Composed of collagen
3. Pressure
a. Capillary pressure of 16 to 32 mm Hg
b. Two-hour time limit
c. Intense pressure - short time
d. Low grade pressure - long time
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4. Stages of Pressure Necrosis
Stage I - Redness that does not go away in 20-30
minutes. Stage II - Redness with blister - may or may not be
broken. Stage III - Wound through the epidermis and dermis.
Stage IV - Wound through the epidermis, dermis, and muscle
to bone or joint
5. Size, Shape and Location
a. Round
b. Irregular
c. Triangle
d. Tear
e. Side walls
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HUMAN SKIN
Cross Section
7mm

EPIDERMIS
DERMIS
HAIR FOLLICLE
SWEAT GLAND
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NORMAL SKIN and
PRESSURE SORES

NORMAL SKIN
STAGE I

STAGE II
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